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A simulation model for aerosol collection in granular media resulting from the flow of aerosol 
streams is proposed. The granular medium is represented by the recently proposed constricted 
tube model which takes into account the divergent-convergent flow characteristics of porous media 
and the interaction of neighboring grains. The deposition process is described by the following 
assumptions: (a) the aerosol particles are randomly distributed in the streams and (b) once a particle 
becomes collected, it may act as a collector itself, thereby leading to the formation and growth 
of particle aggregates as deposits. For a given set of operating conditions, the model provides 
detailed information about the dynamics of the deposition process including the number of particles 
collected, and the position of the deposited particle as functions of time. Application of the model to 
granular filtration design is discussed. Generally speaking, the results of the stimulation model can 
be used to develop a relationship between changes in collection efficiency and pressure drop and 
the extent of particle collection, thus making it possible to predict the dynamic behavior of the 
filtration process. Comparison between the model and experimental results is also presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of deep granular beds for 
the removal of small particles from gaseous 
streams is an old and yet often-overlooked 
engineering practice. A survey conducted 
(1) in 1973 indicated that granular filtration 
is used extensively in a large number of 
major industries with its first application 
dating back almost a century ago. In more 
recent years, much discussion has been 
given to the possible use of granular filtra- 
tion in high-temperature and high-pressure 
gas cleaning. It is generally recognized that 
high-temperature gas cleaning technology is 
essential to the successful development of 
combined-cycle power generation systems. 

Paradoxically, relatively little attention 
has been given to studies concerning the 
nature and mechanism of granular filtration. 
Most of the earlier literature in this area 
was concerned with operating problems. 
A few recent investigations (2-5) have con- 
sidered the dynamics of particle deposition 

1 Present address: Department of Chemical Engi- 
neering, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04473. 

in granular media during the initial stage of 
filtration process (i.e., when the media is 
relatively free of deposited particles). The 
paradigm necessary for the rational design 
of granular filtration is yet to be formulated. 

When a gas-solid suspension flows 
through a filter bed, particle deposition 
takes place throughout the bed under the in- 
fluence of a variety of forces acting on the 
particles present in the suspension. As 
deposited particles accumulate within the 
bed, the media structure undergoes a con- 
tinuous change. Both the collection effi- 
ciency of the bed and the pressure drop 
across the bed necessary to maintain a con- 
stant flow rate of the suspension vary with 
time. The study of the dynamic behavior of 
granular filtration is, in essence, the pre- 
diction of the transient behavior as the bed 
becomes increasingly clogged. 

The purpose of the present study is the 
formulation of a simulation model describ- 
ing the complete dynamics of aerosol filtra- 
tion in granular beds. The model is poten- 
tially capable of predicting the rate of 
particle deposition as a function of time 
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FIG. l. Schematic representation of a granular filter bed. 

(or alternatively the increase in the collec- 
tion efficiency as a function of the extent of 
deposition) and the morphology of particle 
deposits as well as its evolution. Together 
with a recently proposed semiempirical 
procedure which calculates the increase in 
drag force due to deposited particles on 
collectors (6) the pressure drop increase 
across the bed as the bed becomes clogged 
can also be estimated. To the authors' 
knowledge, this work represents the first 
attempt at studying the transient behavior 
of granular filtration in a fundamental 
manner. 

The formulation of the simulation model 
is based on the general principles pro- 
posed earlier (7, 8) for particle deposition 
on single collectors. The paper is divided 
into three parts. First the formulation of the 
model with the use of the constricted tube 
model for the characterization of granular 
bed is described. Second, the treatment of 
the simulation results and their potential 
applications are presented. Finally, the pos- 
sible modifications of the model are dis- 
cussed. Comparison between the model and 
experimental data suggests that the model is 
indeed a viable tool for the study of the 
transient behavior of granular filtration. 
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GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF 
GRANULAR BEDS 

The simulation model is formulated on the 
basis that a granular filter bed can be repre- 
sented by the constricted tube model pro- 
posed by Payatakes et  al. (9). Accordingly, 
a filter bed can be viewed as a number of 
unit bed elements (UBE) of thickness, l, con- 
nected in series. Within each unit bed element, 
there exists a number of unit collectors (de- 
noted by No, the number of constricted tubes 
per unit cross-sectional areas) in the shape of 
constricted tubes. For simplification all 
the unit collectors are assumed to be iden- 
tical in size and shape. The dimensions of 
the constricted tube are described by its 
height, h, the maximum diameter, din, and 
the constriction diameter, de. The schematic 
representation of filter beds by the con- 
stricted tube model parameters and the 
macroscopic properties of porous media as 
formulated by Payatakes et al. are sum- 
marized in Table I. (Also see Fig. 1.) 

To complete the description, the shape 
of the wall of the constricted tube needs 
to be specified. In the original formulation 
of Payatakes et al. (9) the tube wall is as- 
sumed to be parabolic. Subsequent investi- 
gators have suggested the use of other 
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TABLE I 

Determination of Constricted Tube Model Parameters 
(Case of Uniform Unit Cell Size) 

(1) Number of constricted tubes per unit area, Nc 

6 ,  el/3 ( |  - -  S w ) 1 / 3 . ( 1  - -  f ) 2 / 3  

N~, = N o . a ~  = 
7r 

(2) Length of unit bed element, 

1 
/ ,  = ~ = 

(3) Constriction diameter, dc a 

d* = d~ = 2rl* = 0.35 (approximately) 

(4) Height of the unit cell, h 

h=d~ 

(5) Maximum diameter of the unit cell, dm 

= f . - s . i )  
d*m = ~ = 2,r L - W S - F -  j 

a d c and Swl can be determined from capillary pres- 
sure-saturation data (9). 

geometries (10, 11). For the present work, 
the tube geometry is considered to be either 
parabolic or sinusoidal. In other words, the 
dimensionless diameter of the constricted 
tube wall, d/dg is given as 

Parabolic Geometry 

d 
d * -  

dg 

- d g [ d c + 4 ( d m - d c ) ( h - ~ )  z] [1] 

Sinusoidal Geometry 

d 1 Fde + dm dm - de 
d* 

dg dg [ 2 2 

× c o s  ( 2 ¢ r h )  ] . [2] 

The flow field expression inside the para- 
bolic constricted tube was first obtained by 
Payatakes et al. (12) numerically. Subse- 
quently, Neira and Payatakes (13) presented 

approximate solution using the collocation 
method. The solution of Neira and Payatakes 
was used in the present study because of its 
accuracy and simplicity. For the sinusoidal 
constricted tube, the flow field expression 
was obtained from the perturbation solution 
given by Chow and Soda (14). Unlike the 
collocation solution, the perturbation solution 
is valid up to moderate Reynolds number and 
incorporates the effect of fluid inertia. The 
use of different geometries gives rise to dif- 
ferent flow fields within the unit collector. 
A recent study (2) has shown that this dif- 
ference may be an important factor in the 
application of this geometric model for the 
study of particle deposition in granular 
filters. 

FORMULATION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 

With the use of the constricted tube model, 
aerosol filtration in granular media can be 
considered as the deposition of particles on 
the surface of the constricted tube from 
suspensions flowing through the tube. Ac- 
cording to the proposed simulation model, 
one considers each and every particle enter- 
ing the tube and determines whether or not 
a particle will be collected by following its 
trajectory. In the event that a particle is 
collected, its position of deposition is re- 
corded and becomes part of the inventory. 
The procedure for the simulation can be 
divided into three steps described briefly 
as follows. 

A. Assignment of Initial Positions of 
Particles at Tube Inlet 

The basic assumption used in assigning 
initial positions for entering particles is that 
particles enter the tube one at a time and 
they are randomly distributed at the inlet. 
For convenience, the initial position can be 
given in terms of the cylindrical polar co- 
ordinates (r~n, ~b~n). Let r0 be the radial dis- 
tance, beyond which no particle can be 
placed at the tube entrance. One can ob- 
tain r0 from geometric calculations. In 
particular, for sinusoidal tubes, 
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2r0 =dm - 2ap [3] 

where ao is the particle radius. 
For any position (r, 05), 0 < r < r0, and 

0 < 05 < 27r, the probabi!ilty of a particle 
(in terms of its center) being within an area 
element rd05dr at the inlet i s  proportional 
to the volumetric flow rate of the suspension 
through the area element. Thus one has 

Probability (0 < rin < r0) = 1 [4] 

Probability (0 < 05 < 27r) - 1 [5] 

Gl(r) = Probability (rin < r) 

to(O, r) - t0(0, O) 
[6] 

to(0, r0) - to(0, 0) 

05 G2(05) = probability (6in ~< 05)  - -  [7] 
27r 

where O(z, r) is the stream function cor- 
responding to the flow within the constricted 
tube of specified tube wall geometry. 

From the cumulative density functions 
Gl(r) and G2(05) of random variables rin and 
05in, respectively, one can find the random 
variates in terms of the two uncorrelated 
random numbers R1 and R2 distributed uni- 
formly over (0, 1) as follows: 

rin = G-iI(RO [8] 

05~n = G~(R~) = 27rR2. [9] 

A standard random number generator 
(GGUBF) from the International Mathe- 
matical and Statistical Library (IMSL) was 
used to general sets of R~ and R2 from 
which the initial positions of the succeeding 
entering particles were determined. 

B. Determination of  Particle Trajectory 

Once the initial position of an entering 
particle is given, its trajectory is known 
deterministically assuming that the Brownian 
diffusion effect is negligible. The particle 
trajectory can be obtained from the integra- 
tion of the equations of particle motion with 
the knowledge of the flow field of the fluid. 

There are two drawbacks to such an ap- 

proach. First, the flow field expressions 
used in this work-- the  collocation solu- 
tions for the parabolic constricted tube and 
the perturbation solution for the sinusoidal 
t ube - -do  not take into account of the effect 
of deposited particles. Furthermore, even if 
the correct flow field expression were avail- 
able, it would be time consuming and even 
prohibitive if the number of entering par- 
ticles considered is larger. For practical 
purposes, the particle trajectories should be 
estimated by certain simple methods rather 
than performing the integrations involved. 

For the present work particle trajectories 
corresponding to the two limiting cases- -  
extremely high and low particle inertia-- 
will be used. For an entering particle with 
extremely large inertia, its trajectory will be 
rectilinear. On the other hand, if it possesses 
little inertia its trajectory will coincide with 
the appropriate fluid streamline which can 
be readily determined by the corresponding 
flow field expression. 

C. Determination of  the Outcome 
of  Entering Particles 

There are three possible outcomes for any 
particle entering the unit collector, namely 

(i) deposition on the tube wall (primary 
collection); 

(ii) deposition on an already deposited 
particle (secondary collection); 

(iii) escape out of the unit collector. 
An entering particle escapes out of the 

unit collector if the following conditions are 
satisfied for all points (z, r, 05) on its tra- 
jectory 

y(z, r, 05) > 2dp [10] 
and 

d i > d ,  for alli [11] 

where y denotes the normal distance be- 
tween the point (z, r, 05) and the tube wall. 
de is the distance between (z, r, 05) and the 
center of the ith deposited particle recorded 
in the inventory. The above conditions as- 
sume that contact between an entering par- 
ticle and the wall of the unit collector (or 
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one of the already deposited particles) leads 
to deposition automatically. The possibility 
of particles bouncing off upon impact was 
not considered. This point will be discussed 
in later sections. 

The computation scheme developed to 
determine the outcome of an entering par- 
ticle involves essentially the observation of 
its trajectory as the particle moves through 
the unit collector to see if either of the two 
relations, i.e., Eqs. [10] and [11] is not 
satisfied, indicating particle collection 
(primary collection by Eq. [10] and second- 
ary collection by Eq. [liD. This is ac- 
complished by incrementing the axial co- 
ordinate z, in steps Az along the particle 
trajectory. It should be noted that the q5 
coordinate of the particle's center is invari- 
ant and remains the same as its inlet value, 
qSjn. For high particle inertia, r = rin since 
the trajectory is rectilinear. On the other 
hand, if the particle trajectory coincides 
with fluid streamline, the value of the stream 
function tO, along a given trajectory remains 
the same. Accordingly the coordinates (r, z) 
of streamline trajectory are related to each 
other as follows: 

tO(z, r) = tOirl [12] 
and 

tOin = tO(0, rin).  [13] 

Thus, with rin known, the value of r for 
any given value of z can be found readily. 
As stated before, the stream function is 
given by the perturbation solution of Chow 
and Soda (14) for the sinusoidal geometry 
and the collocation solution of Neira and 
Payatakes (13) for the parabolic geometry. 

TREATMENT OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

The simulation model yields results in the 
form of the number of particles collected 
within a unit collector and their respective 
positions of deposition as functions of the 
number of entering particles assuming the 
dimension and the shape of the unit collector 
are known. The dynamic behavior of granu- 

lar bed filtration is characterized by the 
histories of effluent quality and the pressure 
drop across the bed necessary to maintain 
a given flow rate. For the simulation results 
to be useful in the prediction of the dy- 
namic behavior of granular filtration, the 
following procedures are developed. 

A. Filter Coefficient, Collection Efficiency, 
and Their Changes 

The macroscopic behavior of a deep bed 
filter can be described (15) by the following 
set of equations 

Oc Oo- 
V s -  + = 0 [14] 

Oz O0 

Oc 
- Xc [15] 

Oz 

where c and cr denote the particle con- 
centration in the suspension and amount of 
particle deposit per unit bed volume. Vs is 
the superficial velocity and z and 0 are the 
axial distance and the corrected time respec- 
tively (i.e., 0 = t - f~ e/Vsdz). The filter 
coefficient, h is related to the collection 
efficiency of the unit collector, ~ by the fol- 
lowing expression (15) 

h = _1 In ~ 1  [16a] 
I 1 - 7  

X = ~  if ~ 1. [16b] 
I 

The simulation model gives the number 
of particles collected, me, as a function of the 
number of particles entering the unit col- 
lector, min. By definition, the collection ef- 
ficiency of the unit collector, ~ is given as 

dmc 
~/ - [17] 

dmin 

Accordingly, if the simulation data of m~ 
vs m~n can be fitted by a polynomial ex- 
pression with appropriate numerical tech- 
nique as 

i , m~ = aimin. [181 
i=1 
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The collection efficiency of the unit col- 
lector, ~) becomes 

= ~ iaimin ~-1. [19] 
t = l  

The simulation data therefore can be used 
readily to determine the filter coefficient 
with the use of Eqs. [19] and [16a]. 

The study of the transient behavior of 

granular filtration requires the knowledge 
of the dependence of h (or 7) on the extent 
of deposition. The latter can be described 
by the specific deposit, o-. The use of Eq. 
(19) yields values of ~ throughout the filtra- 
tion cycle. The corresponding values of o- 
can be found from the definition of o-, the 
dimension of the unit collector, and the 
number of particles collected mc as 

O" 
volume of particles collected per unit collector 

volume of filter bed per unit collector 

(rnc) - ~  a~ 

(I/Nc) 
[20] 

The total number of particles entered into 
the unit, min up to time 0 is given as 

Ii ~ qc(O')'dO ' 
rnin = 4~- [21] 

- - a g  
3 

where q is the volumetric flow rate of sus- 
pension into the unit collector, q is related 
to the superficial flow rate through the filter 
bed, Vs by the expression 

Vs 
q - [22] 

Ne 

The rate of the increase of the specific 
deposit, 0~/00 can be obtained by differenti- 
ating Eq. [20] with respect to 0. Utilizing 
the relationship of Eqs. [17], [21], and [22] 
the differentiated form of Eq. [20] is found 
to be 

O0 ~l]~dmin] = (Vs) "c. 
[23] 

From Eqs. [14] and [15], one has 

0o- 
- V~hc. [24] 

00 

A comparison of the above two equations 
gives 
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which is the same as Eq. [16b] 

B. Pressure Drop History 

The increase in pressure drop experi- 
enced by a clogged filter bed can be viewed 
as due to the drag force acting on deposited 
particles. In a recent study (6), semiempiri- 
cal methods were developed for the estima- 
tion of drag forces acting on spherical par- 
ticles attached to a larger spherical body. 
Assuming one can establish an equivalency 
between the spherical geometry and the 
constricted tube geometry used in this study, 
these methods--together with the results 
of the number of particles collected and their 
positions of deposition--can be used to esti- 
mate the increase in total drag force, which 
in turn, give the estimate of the pressure 
drop increase. 

First the hydrodynamic drag force acting 
on a clean unit collector due to suspension 
flow can be written as 

FD,0 = 3~dgt~VsYo. [25] 

The quantity 3~-dg/xVs represents the drag 
force acting on a sphere of diameter dg 
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(filter grain diameter) according to Stokes' 
law. The quantity Y0 is the ratio of the drag 
force acting on a clean unit collector and the 
drag force on a filter grain according to Eq. 
[25]. y0 is found to be (16): 

FD,O 2l* 
Y0 - - - -  (fs'NRe) [26] 

3~kLdgVs 3~'N* 

where 1" and N* are the dimensionless 
values o f / a n d  Nc (see Table I),f~ is the fric- 
tion factor of the filter bed, and NRes is the 
Reynolds number based on the filter grain 
diameter and the superficial velocity of sus- 
pension. The value off~'NR~s can be evalu- 
ated from the flow field expressions (i.e., 
the models used for filter media characteri- 
zation). A summary of these expressions is 
given in Table II. For a filter bed composed 
of glass beads (dg-- 532/xm) with e0 = 0.38, 
Y0 is found to be 132 and 125 for the para- 
bolic and sinusoidal constricted tube, 
respectively. 

The drag force increase due to the pres- 
ence of the ith deposited particle within the 
unit collector can be expressed as 

AFD,i = 37rlxdpVs'yi [27] 

where Y1 is the correction factor relating 
AFD,~ to the Stokes drag force on an 
isolated sphere, i.e., a single filter grain (or 
an isolated particle) in an unbounded flow. 

The total increase in the drag force due 
to the presence of all the deposited particles 
as predicted by the simulation becomes 

m e AFD _ NR ~ "Yi. [28] 
FD,o To i=1 

The correction factor, Y1 for the contribu- 
tion to drag force increase due to the ith 
deposited particle, AFD,~ depends on its 
position within the tube, the undisturbed 
fluid velocity evaluated at its center, V(~), 
and the presence of other deposited par- 
ticles. Following the established procedures 
given in Ref. (6) one may write 

TABLE II 

Expressions of f~NR~ for Different Tube Geometries 

Tube geometry fsNRe,, 

Parabolic 2(-Ap) {de} (d~) 

Hyperbolic 24 g(~d'o ) 
N* d .4 

F(dm] 2 1] l'2 
~o = L \ d J  - 

fo = [(~oa*): + H -w~ 

1 (1 + ~'o) 2 
g(~o, fo) /Jofo (1 + 2fo) 

r ~o + ~o] X L 1  + ~ 2  tan- '  

(1 -- e) 2 
S inusoidal  (fBNRoB)" 2e 3 

"The quantity (fb" NRcB) as a function of parameters 
characterizing the dimensions of the unit cell; involving 
d* and at* is given by Fedkiw and Newman (10). 

A F D , i  
T i -  

3rr tzdp Vs 

[3W~dpV(i)] "f(?i, ?~) "f(?i, ?k) 

3:rtzdpVs 

/ V,) \ ? 

where the j th  and kth deposited particles 
are the two closest neighbors of the ith par- 
ticle. ?~, ?j, and ?~ are the position vectors of 
the ith, j th ,  and kth deposited particle, re- 
spectively. The function f takes into ac- 
count the two-particle interaction effect and 
is given in Ref. (6). 

The relative increase in pressure drop of 
a clogged filter bed can be related to the 
relative increase in drag force due to the 
presence of the deposited particles within a 
unit collector, or 

/;1 c 

FD,o + E (AFD,i) 
Op/Oz i=1 

- 1 --  - 1. [ 3 0 ]  
(Op/Oz)o FD,O 
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FIG. 2. Stochastic variability of  simulation results ,  Mc vs Min. 

Substituting Eqs. (25)-(29) into Eq. (30), 
the final expression is found to be 

_ _  

x 2., -=-:-..Ttri, r~)'f(ri, r~). [31] 
i=1 Vs 

S I M U L A T I O N  R E S U L T S  

A brief discussion of the simulation re- 
sults is given below. A more detailed de- 

scription can be found in Pendse's dis- 
sertation (16). 

A. Internal Consistency o f  the 
Simulation Model 

The simulation model presented above 
has the potential capability of yielding all 
the pertinent information concerning par- 
ticle deposition in granular media. A check 
of its internal validity is, however, a pre- 
requisite for its application to the study of 
deep bed filtration. Such a check can be 
performed by studying (a) the stochastic 

I - -  

( 3 . 1  - -  

OO~ 
0:001 

Sinusoidal Geometry d~=O352,~n=0795 ~ 1  Streamline T r o ~ e c t o ~  

] E I I / /  Sets of random numbers 
fUr,]lr,~', 23 

][ 

I ] [ [ [ [ I I I I I l l l  
0.001 0.01 

SPECIFIC DEPOSIT, o- 

FIG. 3. Stochastic variability o f  simulation resul ts ,  "0 vs cr data. 
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FIG. 4. Effect of  tube geometry on simulation results. 

variability, and (b) the sensitivity to the tube 
geometry. These two problems will be con- 
sidered separately. 

Stochastic variability. A number of 
replicate runs were made using different 
sets of random numbers to determine the 
initial positions of approaching particles. 
Figure 2 shows m¢ vs min data for five 
replicate runs. These runs were made with 
the use of the sinusoidal geometry, with 
NR = 0.05 and the assumption that particles 
move along fluid streamlines. The corre- 
sponding results of 7 vs or are shown in Fig. 
3. It is clear that in spite of the stochastic 
variations, the rnc vs min and 7 vs or rela- 
tionships follow a common trend. Quantita- 
tive comparisons with experimental data, 
thus, can be made by using the ensemble 
average of the simulation results of repli- 
cate runs. 

Sensitivity to the tube geometry. Two 
types of constricted tube geometries, 
namely, the sinusoidal and parabolic, were 
used to study the effect of tube geometry on 
the simulation results. Figure 4 shows the 
increase in the collection efficiency due to 
deposition expressed as ( 7 -  70) / (1-  70) 

vs or, where 70 is the clean collector efficiency 
for these two geometries corresponding to 
the two limiting cases of particle trajectory 
at fixed NR(NR = 0.05). The effect of the 
wall geometry appears to be less significant 
than that of the type of particle trajectory. 
In the case of streamline trajectories, the 
effect of the wall geometry is essentially 
negligible. To determine the possible effect 
of the dimensions of the constricted tube 
on the change of 7 vs or, the results cor- 
responding to two kinds of granular beds 
are shown in Fig. 5. The effect of the tube 
dimensions appears to be negligible. 

B. Effect o f  Particle Size and 
Particle Size Distribution 

Particle size. The particle size, or more 
appropriately, the ratio of  the size of the 
particle to that of the filter grain, NR, is an 
important factor concerning the deposition 
process. It is the dimensionless parameter 
whichdetermines the contribution to par- 
ticle collection by the interception effect. 
Beizaie (17) has shown that the extent of 
the shadow effect is determined by the value 
of NR. The simulation model developed in 
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this work affords an opportunity to study the 
effect of Na on the deposition process in its 
entirety, including both the change of the 
collection efficiency and the increase in 
pressure drop. 

The effect of NR on the dependence of 
on o- is shown in Fig. 6. The simulation re- 
suits presented in this figure were obtained 
using the sinusoidal geometry with d* 
= 0.352 and d* = 0.795, and with both 
streamline and rectilinear particle trajec- 
tories. The variation of ~ vs or, is repre- 
sented in the form of(~ - 70)/(1 - T0) vs o-. 
The results suggest that for large particles 
(or large NR) the effect of Nr is more pro- 
nounced at low degree of deposition. At high 
degree of deposition the effect of NR be- 
comes less important. This is true for both 
types of particle trajectories. 

Particle size distribution. In practical ap- 
plications, particles in suspension are likely 
to be nonuniform in size. Although it is often 
possible to approximate particles of differ- 
ent sizes by their average size, suspensions 
containing particles with the same mean 
particle size would not necessarily behave 
the same way. The spread of particle size 
is obviously an important factor. 

The simulation model developed in this 
work can be readily applied to study the 
effect of particle size distribution on par- 
ticle deposition. The procedure described 
earlier can be easily modified to account 
for the fact that the particles are not uni- 
form in size. The probability of an approach- 
ing particle to be of a given size is therefore 
related to the size distribution density func- 
tion. Let G~(d) be the cumulative distribu- 
tion function for particle diameter, dp, or 

probability (do <- d) = G3(d). [32] 

I ~ Sinusoidol Geometry t- ~ /~ ~. =o.35z,~=or95 / /  /~ 

F 
~= 005 . . . .  / /  ~tO'025--// 

o . o l  [ I i t i t i l l  . . . . . . . .  I I 
o.oooi oo01 0.Ol o.c~ 

SPECIFIC DEPOSIT, ¢ 

FIG. 6. Effect o f  particle size on simulation. 
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FIG. 7. Normal probability distribution function for 
particle size distribution. 

Then one can generate dp from a basic 
random number R3, uniformly distributed 
over (0, 1) as follows: 

dp = Gyl(Ra). [33] 

If one assumes that the particle size dis- 
tribution is approximately normal, G3 
becomes 

I~ 1 
G~(d) = s21j2 

{ 1 ( x -   ,moan)2ld x 
x exp - ~ s 2 J [34] 

where dmmean is the mean particle diameter, 
and s is the standard deviation. Equations 
[33] and [34] together relate d o to basic 
uniform random numbers. More conven- 
iently, one can generate dp using the stand- 
ardized normal random number, Z (which 
can be generated using IMSL subroutine 
GGNOF), together with the following rela- 
tionship 

d~ = dp,mean q- s "Z .  [35] 

The assignment of the initial positions of 
approaching particles at the tube entrance 
and the determination of the outcome follow 
essentially the same procedure as described 
before with the following obvious modifica- 
tion: the condition for particle deposition 
on ith deposited particle is that the center 
to center between the two particles be equal 
to (d, + dp,i)/2 (see Eq. [11]). The assign- 
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Fio.  8. Effect of  particle size distribution on deposition. 
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FIG. 9. Collection efficiency of various size fractions 
of polydisperse suspension. 

ment of particle size follows the procedure 
just described. 

A case study of the effect of particle size 
distribution on the deposition process is 
presented below. Three specific size dis- 
tributions are considered (see Fig. 7). The 
mean particle diameter is 0.05dg and the 
standard deviations are 0.005dg, 0.01dg, 
and 0.02dg, respectively. The sinusoidal 
geometry and streamline particle trajec- 
tories are used. The results are presented in 
Fig. 8, in which the total amount of par- 
ticles collected (expressed in terms of total 
volume of deposited particles) is shown as a 
function of total particles entered (expressed 
in terms of total volume of particle entered 
into the cell). Analogous to the definition 
of ~ given by Eq. [17], the instantaneous 
collection efficiency ~ can be written as 

dVc 
a~ - [36] 

dVin 

The initial collection efficiency, T0, does 
not appear to be strongly influenced by the 
spreadness of particle size distribution (i.e., 
the value of standard deviation). On the 
other hand, the change of the collection 
efficiency with substantial deposition is 
more pronounced if the size range of par- 
ticles becomes greater. It is obvious that 

there is a preferred collection of large par- 
ticles as shown in Fig. 9 which shows the 
ratio of the total volume of collected par- 
ticles to that of the entering particles cor- 
responding to various size fractions of a 
polydisperse suspension as a function 
of NR. 

C. Distribution o f  the Deposited Particles 
within the Constricted Tube 

One of the potentially important features 
of the simulation model is its capacity of 
providing detailed data about the morphol- 
ogy of the deposit from the information of 
the position of the deposited particles. In 
an earlier study, Beizaie (17) proposed the 
three-stage hypothesis for the deposition 
process, namely 

(1) attachment of particles at discrete 
points on filter grains--clean filter stage 

(2) particle deposition onto already 
deposited particles to form dendrites-- 
dendrite growth stage 

(3) open structured solid growth, when 
individual dendrites are undistinguishable 
from each other--open structured solid 
growth stage. 

The simulation results obtained in this 
work confirm this hypothesis. A typical set 

Sinu$oidal Geometry 
S ctreamline Trajectories 

=0.352, d~=0.795 
NR=O025 

FIG. 10. Typical deposit pattern for streamline 
trajectories, plan. 
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Sinusc#dot Geometry 
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FIG. 11. Typical deposit pattern for streamline 
trajectories, elevation. 

tion and its use is open to question. On the 
other hand, it is recognized that the simula- 
tion in its present version does not provide 
sufficient accuracy to be quantitatively use- 
ful. For example, the effect of deposited 
particles on the flow field within the con- 
stricted tube was not considered. The inac- 
curacy in particle trajectory may lead to 
error in the prediction of the manner of the 
accumulation of deposited particles. It is 
hoped that on a macroscopic level, namely, 
when the change of the collection efficiency 
is related with the specific deposit, this er- 
ror may not be significant. At the least, the 
results obtained with the use of the two 
limiting situations may provide a bound on 
the change of the collection efficiency. The 
experimental data shown in Fig. 13 seem to 
be in agreement with the argument. 

of results is presented in Figs. 10, 11, and 
12 in which various views of the deposits 
in a unit cell for the case of NR = 0.025, 
based on streamline particle trajectories 
and sinusoidal geometry, are shown. Figures 
10, 11, and 12 give the plan, elevation, and 
side view for a deposit pattern correspond- 
ing to specific deposit of 0.0016. Further 
examination of the data clearly indicates 
that the deposit is far from being uniform. 
There is no deposition in the downstream 
half of the tube and the deposit growth is 
directed toward the tube entrance and the 
tube axis, resulting in continuous narrow- 
ing of the available area for flow. A com- 
parison of results obtained using different 
particle trajectories (i.e., rectilinear and 
streamline) indicates that deposit morphol- 
ogy varies significantly with particle trajec- 
tories, suggesting the possible necessity of 
including the particle inertial effect in the 
development of generalized correlations 
between pressure drop increase and the 
specific deposit. 

It should be noted that the simulation was 
made with the assumption that particle tra- 
jectories were either rectilinear or follow 
streamlines. This obviously is an assump- 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The validity and therefore the usefulness 
of the simulation can be assured only if it 

Sinusoidal Geometry 
Streornline Trajectories 
d~ =0352, di, Tn =0795 
IVR= 0.025 

DIRECTION OF FLOW 

z*=o. 0 

I 0.1 

2 0.2 

3 0 3  

4 0 4  

5 0.5 

FIG. 12. Typical deposit pattern for streamline 
trajectories, side view. 
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(Pendse, 1979) with experiments (Pannu, 1980). 

agrees with experimental data. Since the 
simulation model yields a variety of infor- 
mation pertaining to both the macroscopic 
behavior of filter bed as well as detailed 
description of particle deposition, one could 
make different types of comparisons and to 
achieve different levels of model validation. 

From a practical point of view, the rela- 
tionship between the collection efficiency ~9 
and the extent of local deposition, cr is the 
most important piece of information neces- 
sary for the prediction of the performance 
of granular filters. A relationship between 
"0 vs cr can be readily obtained for a given 
set of physical and operating conditions 
with the precedure described before (i.e., 
Eqs. [17] and [20]). This information, in 
turn, can be compared with experimental 
data. Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 13. 
The data collected by Pannu (18) in his on- 
going research were obtained by passing 
monodispersed aerosol suspensions (latex 
particles of  size 1.03 /xm) of low concen- 
tration (approximately 1000 particles/cm 3) 
through three experimental filters composed 
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of nearly uniform glass spheres of diameter 
approximately 500/zm and a height of 0.44, 
0.88, 1.32 cm, respectively. The particle 
concentrations of the influent and effluent 
streams were determined using a Climet 
particle counter (Model 208). The collection 
efficiency of the unit collector and the cor- 
responding o- were obtained in the following 
manner. From the data obtained from the 
filter bed with the smallest height, cr were 
assumed to be uniformly distributed through- 
out the bed. The 0.88-cm bed was assumed 
to be a series of two beds, each with a height 
of 0.44 cm and the 1.32-cm height bed was 
considered to be a series of three 0.44 cm 
height beds. The consistency of unit collec- 
tor efficiency obtained from experimental 
data with this assumption suggests that the 
uniform deposition assumption is justified. 

The comparison between Pannu's data 
and the simulation model results has to be 
considered fairly good, even though the con- 
ditions under which the measurements were 
made and those used for simulation are not 
exactly the same. While it does not consti- 
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tute a definite validation of the model, it 
does give credence to the model and justi- 
fies its further study. 

POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS AND FURTHER 
IMPROVEMENTS OF THE MODEL 

The present model is formulated with the 
use of certain assumptions; the most im- 
portant ones are: (1) The flow field within 
the unit collector does not change with the 
presence of deposited particles and (2) once 
an entering particle makes contact with the 
surface of the collector or an already de- 
posited particle, the entering particle be- 
comes automatically collected. It is obvious 
that justifications of these two assumptions 
need to be seriously considered. 

The adhesion of a moving particle upon 
impact on a collecting surface has been 
examined by a number of investigators 
under different contexts. Loftier and Hiller 
(19) and Dahneke (20) among others have 
shown that for the case of aerosol particles 
impinging on a single fiber collector, particle 
adhesion is determined by the magnitude 
of the approaching velocity (normal com- 
ponent) for a given particle-fiber system. 
The recent work on fibrous model filters 
(21) has shown that the bouncing-off effect 
is indeed important and agreement between 
theory and experiment cannot be obtained 
without its inclusion. To what extent the 
bouncing-off effect is significant in granular 
filtration is not clear. The comparison as 
shown in Fig. 13 seems to indicate its rela- 
tive unimportance. This perhaps can be 
justified that the interstitial velocity within 
a granular bed is much less than that in a 
fibrous bed. It should also be pointed out 
that the bouncing-off of an approaching 
particle does not necessarily mean that the 
particle will escape, since it may still be 
collected by other parts of the unit collector. 

The presence of depositeo particles 
within the unit collector obviously affects 
the flow field and this effect becomes more 
pronounced as the number of deposited 

particles increases. For the case of very 
high particle inertia, particle trajectories 
will remain rectilinear irrespective of the 
change in the flow field. The effect of omit- 
ting the deposited particles therefore is nil. 
On the other hand, if particle trajectories 
follow fluid streamlines, the use of a clean 
collector flow field will exaggerate the ex- 
tent of particle collection. The results as 
shown in Fig. 13 are in agreement with this 
argument qualitatively. 

The correct flow field within the unit col- 
lector with deposited particles, in principle, 
can be found from the solution of the relevant 
Navier-Stoker equations with appropriate 
boundary conditions. The mathematical 
complexities involved render such a direct 
approach impractical. Simplifications can 
be made if one assumes that the clean col- 
lection flow field expressions become in- 
valid only when the amount of deposition 
becomes significant. Under such condi- 
tions, the outline of the deposit aggregates 
can be approximated by some simple geom- 
etry. Attempts have been made to consider 
particle deposition in clogged filter beds 
with the use of two spheres model (21, 22) 
and the results indicate that the omission 
of the effect of deposited particles may re- 
sult in an overestimation of the collection 
efficiency by a factor of two. The validity 
of such analysis remains to be tested against 
appropriate experiments. 

From a pragmatic point of view, more 
immediate and practical results perhaps can 
be obtained by extensively testing the simu- 
lation model against experimental data. 
Such comparisons would determine the con- 
ditions under which the approximations 
and simplifications used in this work are 
acceptable. If the trend observed in Fig. 13 
is found to be generally true, it would be 
realistic to use the model for the study of 
the transient behavior of granular filtration. 
The problem of predicting the dynamic 
behavior of granular bed filters would be 
essentially solved. The collection of the 
necessary experimental data for such a test 
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is being carried out at Syracuse at the Nr~e~ 
present time. 

P 
Op 

APPENDIX 1: NOMENCLATURE 
Oz 

a, Coefficients of polynomial ex- q 
pression given by Eq. [18] 

ap Particle radius r 
c Particle concentrations (v/v) r0 
d Diameter of constricted tube 
dp Particle diameter 
dg Filter grain rin 
de Minimum diameter of con- 

stricted tube ?~, ?j, ?k 
di Center-to-center distance be- 

tween the ith deposited par- 
ticle and the entering particles Ra, R2, R3 

dm Maximum diameter of con- 
stricted tube s 

d* Defined as de/dg 
d* Defined as dm/dg t 
f(?~, ?j) Factor accounting for the in- Ve 

teraction between the ith and 
the j th deposited particles V,) 
(see Eq. [29]) 

fs Friction factor for flow through 
pack bed--define Vs 

2pV~ Y 

FD,o Drag force on clean collector z 
G1, G2, Ga Cumulative density functions 

for determining the initial 
position and size of entering 
particles 7o 

h Height of unit collector y~ 
h* Defined as h/dg 
l Unit bed element thickness 
me Number of particles collected to 

per unit collector tO* 
min Number of entering particles tOin 
Ne Number of unit collectors per 

unit cross section of packed 
bed 

N* Dimensionless Nc, definition 
given in Table I r/0 

NR Relative size parameter de- 
fined as dp/dg 0 
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Reynolds number defined as 
dgVsP/tz 

Pressure 

Pressure gradient 

Volumetric fow into a unit 
collector 

Radial coordinate 
The maximum radial distance 

reached by a particle at the 
unit collector inlet 

Radial coordinate of entering 
particles at inlet 

Position vectors of the ith,jth, 
and kth deposited particles, 
respectively 

Random numbers uniformly 
distributed over (0, 1) 

Standard deviation of particle 
size distribution 

Time 
Total volume of particles col- 

lected 
Total volume of particles of a 

given size present in influent 
suspension 

Superficial velocity of suspen- 
sion flow through packed 

Normal distance from particle 
to the surface of unit collector 

z coordinate 

Greek Letters 

Quantity defined by Eq. [25] 
Correction factor of the Stokes 

law drag force for deposited 
particles (Eq. [27]) 

Stream function 
Dimensionless stream function 
Value of stream function cor- 

responding to the initial posi- 
tion of an entering particle 

Collection efficiency of unit 
collector 

Initial collection efficiency of 
unit collector 

Corrected time defined as 
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/z 

P 
o" 

f~ E t - - -  d z  where e is the bed 
V~ 

porosity 
Fluid viscosity 
Fluid density 
Specific deposit, volume of de- 

posited matter per unit bed 
volume 
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